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New facts often do not change people's minds ... to keep an open mind
In spite of the cognitive biases and brain biology that make it hard
to change minds, there are ways to short-circuit these ...
Cognitive biases and brain biology help explain why facts don't
change minds
The pandemic has brought scientists who have rejected science with
respect to COVID-19 public health measures a disturbing level of
influence. Recent research suggests reasons why and who among the pu
...
Science denial, overconfidence, and persuasion
Their overall decline has been caused by habitat loss from
deforestation and ... Pereira graduated from Lewis & Clark College
with a biology degree and later began a quest to document the species
...
Tiger documentary raises issues of habitat loss and human intrusion
Being a veterinarian is a dream job for many young animal lovers—in
fact, a recent U.S. survey showed it was the third-most common
childhood dream job. Let’s meet a few people from around the world
...
20 facts you didn’t know about veterinarians
That's very interesting, because we would expect that whether a
habitat was mostly covered in ... "I am loving being a part of this!"
said Nadine Santo Pietro, a study volunteer, in a written ...
Bird behavior influenced by human activity during COVID-19 lockdowns
Rebecca Lewison, co-chair of the IUCN SSC Hippo Specialist Group,
teaches biology at San Diego State ... This is driven by habitat loss
and fragmentation, particularly in west Africa, which ...
‘The hippo is an enigma. It lives hidden from us — yet, it faces
habitat loss now’
The small falcons are “are a big threat to their recovery,” said
Nathan Cooper, a research ecologist with Smithsonian’s National Zoo
and Conservation Biology Institute. The situation is ironic.
As species recover, some threaten others in more dire shape
The vampire played a huge role in the saga, but superfans may not
know he holds two graduate degrees and he's a Gemini.
13 little-known facts about Edward Cullen that even die-hard
'Twilight' fans may not know
They scurry down to the Stratford Point shoreline to beat the
weather. Steele is part of a research team studying how to restore
lost salt marshes. Stratford Point is a major test site. “We’re
getting ...
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How a shoreline project in Connecticut could hold the key to
preserving sensitive areas amid climate change
"By 2100, we’ll have lost most of the spruce and fir," a University
of Michigan researcher said. "The forests will be scrubbier and more
open." ...
As climate change alters Michigan forests, some work to see if and
how the woods can adapt
It seems he's been reduced by alternative facts into a person not to
be taken seriously. His failure is a consequence of cognitive biases
and brain biology which help explain why real facts don ...
Letter to the editor: Real vs. alternative facts examined here
A red-tailed hawk and two turkey vultures circled overhead as Erin
Weiner walked down a dusty trail inside protected habitat land near
... her masters degree in biology at Cal State Long Beach ...
What happens to wildlife after wildfires? Cal State project aims to
find out
At the field, participants will have the opportunity to look for
butterflies and carefully net and assist with tagging them as part of
the Monarch ... Cole has been a biology and environmental ...
Monarch butterfly tagging program for adults on Sears Island
The neuroscientist uses scan data to infer facts about brain
processes ... of everything" spanning neuroscience, psychology and
biology! But not everyone is convinced it's a useful idea.
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